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By Emma Donoghue : Landing  mission rosetta launched in 2004 and arrived at comet 67pchuryumov gerasimenko 
on 6 august 2014 it is the first mission in history to rendezvous with a comet apollo 11 was the spaceflight that landed 
the first two humans on the moon mission commander neil armstrong and pilot buzz aldrin both american landed the 
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lunar Landing: 

1 of 1 review helpful Really enjoyable By Customer I was surprised by how much I ended up liking this book given 
how annoying I found one of the main characters But in the end it was a great story I appreciated that it stayed realistic 
and the plot kept moving I was worried when it seemed like they were happily together only halfway through but 
luckily that was when the interesting part was just beginning A delightful old fashioned love story with a uniquely 
twenty first century twist Landing is a romantic comedy that explores the pleasures and sorrows of long distance 
relationships the kind millions of us now maintain mostly by plane phone and Internet S iacute le is a stylish citizen of 
the new Dublin a veteran flight attendant who rsquo s traveled the world Jude is a twenty five year old archivist 
stubbornly attached to the tiny town of Ireland com Acclaimed Irish author Emma Donoghue s fifth novel Landing is a 
story about how far people will step outside their comfort zones to be with the ones they love Told through the eyes of 
Sile O Shaughnessy a cosmopolitan Irish flight attendant an 
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